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Abstract

This paper will investigate the culture of neglect surrounding female animation artists in Ireland on grounds of gender

and the lacuna that exists regarding animation as a modernist artistic practice. Due to Ireland’s geographical position and

the culture of emigration that prevailed in the early part of the twentieth century, it is the proposition of this paper that

Irish female modernist painters pursued animation as an extension of their artistic practice, a fact that has thus far been

ignored in Irish animation scholarship leading to the gendered segregation of histories and exclusion of artwork on

grounds of gender. This has led to a considerable tranche of undocumented Irish animation history, particularly omitting

the role of women artists, spanning 50 years where animation was flourishing as industry and as artistic practice globally.

My paper seeks to remedy this occlusion and situate Irish animation at the vanguard of women’s modernist artistic

practice. The paper will discuss Irish modernist painter Marion King as a pioneer of Irish animation. By focusing on her

thus-far undocumented biography, artistic accomplishments and patented painting techniques, I will present King as the

foremother of Irish animation and reclaim the space in Irish animation history for female artists.
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